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We characterize multiplicative potentials and vectors dilation-analytic in 
a sector as analytic functions from this sector into the space L2(Q) of square- 
integrable functions on the unit sphere, which satisfy certain estimates at 0 and 
co, uniformly on every subsector. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dilation-analytic interactions were introduced by Combes [5, I] as 
A-compact operators, which can be analytically continued in a dilation 
parameter. This concept proved extremely fruitful in the theory of 
many body Schrodinger operators as developed by Balslev and 
Combes [4] and further developed by Simon [7, 81. In view of the 
importance of this class of interactions it is desirable to have a more 
concrete characterization of dilation-analytic interactions. Simon [8] 
showed that a multiplicative radial A-compact potential dilation- 
analytic in an angle S, = {p& 1 0 < p < co, ---a < q~ < u> is the 
restriction to R+ of an analytic function or S, , which goes to 0 as 
r -+ co uniformly on every subsector. So far it has been unclear what 
a nonradial dilation-analytic potential is. 
The purpose of the present paper is to clarify this question for 
multiplicative potentials by giving a simple characterization of such 
potentials. Our main result (Theor. 4.1) states that a multiplicative 
interaction V is S,-dilation-analytic if and only if the function V(r) 
considered as a function from Rf into L2(sZ)--Q being the unit sphere 
in R3-is the restriction to A+ of an analytic function from S, into 
L2(Q), which for each v has at most a singularity roughly as r-3J2+E 
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at 0 and which goes to 0 as r -+ 00 in a certain average sense, uniformly 
for y in every subsector. As Corollary 4.2 we obtain a characterization 
of radial multiplicative dilation-analytic potentials, in particular 
we recover the above mentioned result of Simon. 
We emphasize that the analyticity of the function V(r) is a con- 
sequence of dilation-analyticity of V in a very weak sense (see Lemma 
3.2) and thus is largely independent of H,-boundedness or compact- 
ness of V. These last properties are related to the growth properties of 
V(r) at 0 and co and are essentially corollaries (cf. Lemma 3.1) of 
earlier results of Balslev [3]. 0 ur p roof also gives a characterization of 
S,-dilation-analytic vectors (Theorem 4.5) as restrictions to R+ of 
analytic functions f from S, into L2(Q) such that 
s 
m 
SUP p2 1 f(p@ I2 dp < co for every E > 0. 
--a+c<m<a--r 0 
This serves to establish a connection between the dilation analytic 
theory and the work of van Winter [9, lo] ; see Remark 4.6 following 
Theorem 4.5. 
Together with the results of [2] our Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 give a 
fairly complete picture of dilation-analytic potentials and vectors. 
Using results of [3] it should be possible to extend the results of the 
present paper to first order differential operators. Also it may be 
possible to sharpen the result in terms of pointwise estimates of 
angular averages of the potential. In Corollary 4.3 we have given a 
partial result in this direction. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
[w3 denotes 3-dimensional Euclidean space and Q the unit sphere 
in R3. L2(Q) is the space of square-integrable functions on D with 
inner product: (y, $)D = Js2 p)(w) #(w)dw and norm )( v IIn = ((y,~)#/~. 
Let S(0, p) = {w’ E Q 1 d( w, w’) < p-l} where d is the spherical 
distance function on 52. Note that for p < (l/r), S(w, p) = Q. R+ is the 
positive half-axis (0, co). Let S, denote the sector bei” 1 0 < p < CO, 
--a < 9 < u>. For a > Z= this has to be thought of as a subset of the 
Riemann surface of log z. [2] G%‘&, will denote the set of measurable 
function from [w+ into L2(Q) such that, for every K > 0, 
s 
KIlf(y)ll ;r’dr < 03. 
0 
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2 will denote the Hilbert space of L2(Q)-valued functions on R+ 
which are square integrable with respect to y2 dr. The inner product is 
defined by: (f, g) = Jr (f(r), g(r))nr2 dr and the norm is given as 
usual by llfll = (f,f) l12. Note that by changing from spherical to 
rectangular coordinates we can identify L~Oc(R3) with XIOc and L2(R3) 
with X. 
and 
Note that 8 C a0 C 93 C 2’&, . Finally C,, will denote the image in 
Z under the above identification of the continuous functions on R3 
with compact support. 
12,, will denote the self-adjoint operator on 2 corresponding to the 
negative Laplacian --d. (We are again using the implicit identification 
of 2 and L2(R3)). For v E 2’?&, , define the multiplication operator 
P: C, -+ 2? by rf(r) = v(r)f(r) and let I’ denote the maximal 
extension of P. We say V is the multiplication operator corresponding 
to v. 
We will need the following rather weak definition of an analytic 
function from S, to Xi,, . 
DEFINITION. A function F: Sa + yi”;,, is very weakly analytic if 
for each # E L2(Q), the function ($, F(x)) is analytic in S, and for each z 
there exists K, < co such that 
In the above 
O<r,<l 
otherwise and (&FM) = (q&W4 x(0, 1)). 
Note 
!I VJ II2 = (l/3) II # IIF2 f (2.2) 
Remark 2.1. Note that F will be very weakly analytic if F is an 
analytic function from S, to 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let V be the maximal multiplication operator in L2(R3) 
corresponding to the function v(r) E X&, . Then V is HO-bounded (and 
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Ho - dounded) if and only if v(r) E ~4!?. Moreover, 11 V (Ig(a,O,%) = 
K I[ v(r)Ilg where K is independent of V. The operator V is HO-compact 
if and only if v(r) E S?,, . 
Proof. It is proved in [3] that V is Ha-bounded (and H,, - E- 
bounded) if and only if 
v, = sup 
s feRn Sl(i) 
] v(f’)12 df’ < cc 
and 
II mm3Ho.m = cvo 9 
where C is a constant independent of V, and 
S,(r) = {r’ E R3 1 / r - r’ 1 < l}. 
Moreover V is H,,-compact if and only if 
V 0.R = ,yzR js (-) 1 +')I" df' G 0. 
1r 
Here we are considering V as a function on R3. 
When we consider v as a function on R3, we have, writing F = rw, 
r E Rf, w E Q, v E 99 if and only if 
V,’ = sup j 
%R3 T(i) 
/ v(r’)j” df’ < co, 
where T(F) = {F’ = r’w’ I Y < r’ < Y + 1, d(w, w’) < #-I}. More- 
over, v E .4Y0 if and only if furthermore 
V’ 0,R = ,=-$% I,-, I v(r')i2 dr' G O* 
I, r 
It is easy to see that the spaces &? and &Jo are the same if we replace 
VI bY 
T,(v) = {r’ = r’w’ 1 r < r’ < Y + 01, d(w, co’) < a~‘-~}. 
Similarly, V e B(BH, , X) if and only if for some /3 > 0 
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and V E %?(gHO , 2) if and only if for some /3 > 0 
where S,(T) = {f’ E RR3 11 r - r’ 1 < fi}. 
Finally, it is easy to show that the balls S,(f) and the regions T,(i) 
are equivalent in the sense that for every /3 > 0 there exists 0 < a1 < a2 
such that for all P E R3 
and for every (II > 0 there exist 0 < PI < pa such that for all r E R3 
From this it follows immediately that V E ~29 if and only if V,, < GO, 
and V E go if and only if vo,, +R+W 0. Also, 11 V ]I1 = K’V,, where K’ 
is independent of V. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let FE &‘&, and let F,(r) = F(pr) for p > 0, r > 0. 
Suppose further that there exists F, E A+&, , x E S, such that: 
(A) F,,re(r) = Feds a.e. in r, for peim E S,; 
(B) F, defines a very weakly analytic function from S, to A$,, . 
Then there exists an analytic function f: S, -+ L2(.Q) such that 
F(r) = f 1 (o,m) a.e. in r (3.1) 
and, more generally, 
F,(r) = f(zr) a.e. in r (3.2) 
for each x E S, . 
Proof. Condition (A) implies for z = peiv E S, and # ELM that 
td, F,) = Jo1 (4, ~,~d~r))~ r2 dr 
z p-3 
s 
o’ (~4 ~ei&>>~ u2 du. (3.3) 
Note that for # fixed, this function is analytic in x and for z fixed 
I($,FJI < 6 II # lb IO1 IIF&)1/i r2 dr. (3.4) 
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For fixed z = peiw E S, , the function 9 of I/J defined by 
F(g) = ew4(~3(~, Fz)) 
is a bounded linear functional on Lz(sZ), in fact 
~674 = 3($, F*) + wwq, F*). 
By (2.1), (2.2) and (3.3) we have that 
Let f(z) be defined by 
Assumption (B) and (3.3) imply that f is a weakly and hence strongly 
analytic function from S, to L2(Q). Fix v E (-a, a), then a direct 
calculation using (3.3) and Lebesgue’s theorem on differentiation of 
an indefinite integral shows that 
(4, fb ei%2 = pp2 e-3i”(4dp’>(p’3 e3%L Fe~qp,))pt~p = (~4 F,i,(p)) (3.5) 
as a function of p except for a set N,,, of measure zero on (0, Co). 
Let {J/J~} be a countable dense set in L2(Q) and let 
Then N, = W, &,,.A ” NF,~ has measure 0 on (0, 00). Thus (3.5) 
implies that 
f(~ 4 = Fef,(~) except for p E N, . (3.6) 
In particular it is true for q = 1 which of course is (3.1). Condition A 
and (3.6) imply (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f(l;) b e an analytic function in S, with values in 
L2(Q), such that for every E > 0, K > 0, 
SUP s 
K llf(~ e% p2 dp < ~0. 4+&&--E 0 (*I 
For x E S, , let F, be the function in q,, defined by 
F,(r) = f(zr>, rER+. 
Then for h, g E Co , the function (h, F,g) is analytic in S, . 
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Proof. We will show that (h, I;,g) is analytic in S, by proving 
s 1, m (h(r),f(zr)g(r))$-/ drl dz = 0 r 0
for every rectifiable Jordan curve r C S, . This follows from the 
analyticity in z of the function (h(r),f(zr) g(r))& for z E S, and r 
fixed in R+, if we can interchange the integrations over R+ and r. 
This, in turn, is justified by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, if we show 
that the function 1 h(r),f(zr) g(r))51 / is integrable over I’ x R+ with 
respect to the measure d 1 z 1 x r2 dr. To show this, we notice that 
the function (h(r),f(xr)g(r)), is continuous on r x R+, so 1 h(r), 
f(zr) g(r))* 1 is continuous on r x Rf and hence measurable with 
respect to d 1 z 1 x r2 dr. By Schwarz’ inequality 
f m I@(r), fk) g(r)), I y2 dr 0 
d (S O” II Wll; 2 dr)liz * (jm II ,f(zr) g(& r2 d,)li’ 0 0 
where KG is such that the support of g is contained in [0, Kc]. It 
follows easily from the condition (*) that 
Hence 
.c 
KG 
SUP llf(w)11ir2dr < 00. 
zer 0 
SUP s m IW),W)g(~>)a lr2dr < 00, ZEI- 0 
so 
jr ] jm IW>,f(~~> &>>n I r2 drldIz I < ~0. 
0 
This allows application of the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, and the 
analyticity of (h, F,g) follows from Morera’s theorem. 
DEFINITIONOFDILATIONANALYTICPOTENTIALSANDVECTORS. For 
F E Z, let U(p) F(r) = ~3/~F(pr) for p > 0. Then {U(p) 1 p E (0, 00)) 
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is the unitary group of dilations on Z’. U(p) also leaves D(H,J invariant 
and for every E > 0, there exists a constant C, > 0, such that 
II U(P)F llaYo) G CE II F h,) 3 for p E (E, I/E). (See [2]). A vector 
FE A? is S,-dilation-analytic if there exists an analytic function F, 
from S, to 3 such that F,, = U(p)F for p E (0, co). A bounded 
operator V: D(H,) --t Z is S,-dilation analytic if there exists an 
analytic operator-valued function V, from S, into 3Y(D(H,J, 2) such 
that V, = U(p) VU@‘) for p E (0, co). 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose V is an S,-dilation analytic Ho-bounded 
multiplicative operator. Then the analytic continuation V, is a multiplica- 
tion operator for z E S, . In particular, 
y?&(r) = v,k&) for -a <q~ <a, p,r~Rf. 
If V is radial, then V, is radial. 
Proof. Let W(k) be the multiplication operator corresponding to 
the function eik’rw, k E R3, r E R+, w E Q, Note that W(k) leaves $3JH 
invariant. Then 
0 
and 
W(k) V, W(k-1) = v, for p E R+, 
W(R) V,W(R-l) is analytic for z E S, . 
By the uniqueness of analytic continuation 
W(k) V,W(k-1) = v, for all z E S, . 
This implies that V, is a multiplication operator for x E S, . 
The identity 
Q&> = V&(P) 
follows from the facts that 
and that 
for any multiplication operator M. 
If V is radial, that is, 
TgVipei,J;l = VDefrn 
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for p E lif, 9 = 0, where Tg is the usual unitary representation of 
the rotation group, then this identity holds for --a < y < a by the 
uniqueness of analytic continuation, and V, is radial for z E S, . 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF DILATION-ANALYTIC 
MULTIPLICATION OPERATORS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V be an S,-dilation-analytic Ho-bounded 
multiplication operator. Then there exists an analytic function v: 
S, --f L2(Q) such that V is the multiplication operator corresponding 
to v,(~,,,,) and V, is the multiplication operator corresponding to v(xr), 
r E R+. Moreover, for each qz~, -a < qz < a, v(peim) as a function of p 
is in &? and for every E > 0, there exists C(E) < co such that 
(9 II Weirn)ll.%4 < C(E) for -a+6<9)<a-cE. 
If V is H,,-compact, then V(pei”) as a function of p, is in g,, for each q~, 
-a < q~ < a, and for every E > 0 
(ii) 
s 
r+l 
SUP WEf2 T 
!I v(feim) x~h4 IIL p2 4~ s 0 
uniformly for -a + E < y < a - E. 
Conversely, if v(c) is an analytic function on S, with values in L2(sZ) 
satisfying (i), then the multiplication operator V corresponding to the 
function v I (o,m) is H,,-bounded and S,-dilation-analytic. The dilation- 
analytic extension V, of V is the multiplication operator corresponding 
to the function v8(r) = V(ZY). 
If moreover v(t) satisfies (ii), then V is H,-compact. 
Proof. Assume first, that V is an H,,-bounded, S,-dilation-analytic 
operator, and let V, be the H,,-bounded, dilation-analytic extension of 
V. By Lemma 3.4 V, is a multiplication operator corresponding to a 
function vJr) satisfying v,,~~(Y) = v,~~(PY). Let g(r) be a function in 
COm[O, co), such that g(y) = 1 for 0 < r < 1. Then from the analy- 
ticity of V, it follows that for every # eL2(Q) the function 
is analytic in S, and satisfies the estimate (2.1) with F(z) = V,g by 
Remark 2.1. Thus, conditions (A) and (B) of Lemma 2 are satisfied, 
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and we conclude that o,i&) is almost everywhere equal to an analytic 
function v(c) = Z&X+) f rom S, into L2(Q). Also, V, is the multiplica- 
tion operator corresponding to the function vu,(r) given by 
Q(Y) = 4zy), YER. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3. I, the function V&Y) belongs to 92 for 
each 9, --a < 9 < a, and from the continuity of the functione 
F - v,i‘P E qq) , x> and Lemma 3.1 follows for every E > 0 the 
existence of C(E) < cc such that 
(i> I/ ~,im(Y)il~ < C(E) for -a+c<y<a-GE. 
If V is H,,-compact, then V, is H,,-compact for all z E S, by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, and by Lemma 3.1 zQeiq) E 99s for each 
rp, -a < v < a. Since V,i, is continuous in the 2!9’(~2~~ , &)-topology 
for -a < y < a, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
sup sup 1,“’ IiMd”) - 4=+“)1 x~(,,d IIF2 P’4j1’2 II Geim) - ++N39 
ER+ wd? T 
From this, the fact that for each p, -a < y < a 
and the compactness of the set [-u + E, a - E] it follows easily that 
s pt1 SUP II 4+) xs(w.o) iI: p2 4 s 0 weR 7 
uniformly for y E [-a + E, a - c]. 
Assume now on the other hand, that ~(6) is an analytic function 
from S, into L2(Q) such that g(pei”) E a as a function of p for each v, 
-a < v < a, and (i) is satisfied. Let V, be the multiplication 
operator corresponding to the function vZ(r) = I. 
It follows from (i), Lemma 3.1, and the definition preceding 
Lemma 3.4 that V. is an H,-E-bounded operator from z E S, , and 
II vz ll.sH9Ho,m < CK for ZE K, 
where K is any compact subset of S, . Clearly (i) implies (*) of 
Lemma 3.1 and it follows from that Lemma, that for every h. 
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g E Ca2(R3) viewed as elements of 2 the function (h, V,g) is analytic 
in S, . Since Co2 is dense in 8 and dense in BH, with the Ha-topology, 
it follows that V, is an H,,-bounded (and in fact H,-E-bounded) analytic 
function in S, , This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let V be an S,-dilation analytic H,,-bounded 
multiplication operator corresponding to a radial function. Then there 
exists an analytic function v on S, such that V is the multiplication 
operator corresponding to v / (0, oo), and V, is the multiplication operator 
corresponding to v(zr), r E R f. Moreover, the function v(pei”) satisfies 
the following conditions for every E > 0 
s 1 SUP j v(pei~)12 p2 dp < co. --a+ADsa-~ 0
(ii) SUP sup 1 v(peim)l < 00. 
-a+<&mia-El<LdJ2 
If V is H,-compact, then for every E > 0 
(iii) SUP 
--n+~s:msa--c 
I "(P@)l I)"cc- 0. 
Conversely, if TJ( 5) is an analytic function on S, satisfying (i) and (ii), 
then the multiplication operator V corresponding to the function 
‘o 1 (0, co) is Ho-bounded and S,-dilation-analytic. The dilation- 
analytic extension V, of V is the multiplication operator corresponding 
to the function v$(r) = v(zr). If moreover v satisfies (iii) then V is 
Ho-compact. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, 
Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 4.4 to be proved below. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that V is an S,-dilation-analytic Ho- 
bounded multiplication operator, and let v(c) be the corresponding 
analytic function from S, into L2(J2). Then for every function Z,IJ E L2(Q), 
the function 
F&(L) = (4, G)) 
satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 4.2. If moreover V is 
H,-compact, then the functions F*( [) satisfy condition (iii) of Corollary 4.2. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and 
Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let f (peim) be a function analytic in the sector S, . 
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Then f satisjes the conditions 
(9 sup s ’ lf(pei”)12 p2 dp < CO 
for every E > 0. 
--a+4&z-•E 0 
(ii’) sup SUP 
--a+&&~-•e IS&m s 
r+l 
I f(pe”“)l” 4 < ~0 for every E > 0. 
v 
if and only zf it satisjies the conditions (i) and 
(ii) sup sup If(~e~9 < m for every E > 0. 
-a+A&-ElGsm 
Moreover, f satisjies the further condition 
T+l 
(iii’) sup s I fW9l” 4 s 0 for every E > 0. -a+Es@sa--E 7 
if and only if it satisjies 
(iii) sup 
--a+AZJ<fZ-•E 
I f (P@)l s 0. 
Proof. It is clear that (ii) implies (ii’) and (iii) implies (iii’). From (i) 
and (ii’) follows that 
s 
T+l 
(ii”) sup sup If keim)12 4 < ~0 for every E > 0. 
--n+G&zAa-61/2<r<m T 
We shall now prove that (ii”) implies (ii) and (iii’) implies (iii). 
Let z. = pOeiQo be any point of the set 
{peim I 1 - p < co, -a + 26 < q3 < a - 2~). 
By Cauchy’s integral formula 
cl== 
, 
so 
If (PO +?I G 
2 
a(sin c)” s 'f(z)' dx dy ~1/2sin~slz-z,lssinf~ 
< Po+E 26 
!I’O+< 
PO &I2 sin E 
sup s ook/PJs~smo+(‘lP~) a--E 
I f (peim)12 dp 
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where S(x, , sin E) = (z ) ) z-zoI <sine}. For pa 21, l <l, 
this implies 
From this inequality we conclude, taking E < t, that (ii”) implies (ii) 
and (iii’) implies (iii). 
This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
THEOREM. 4.5. A vector FE Z is S,-dilation-analytic if and only 
if F(p) is equal almost everywhere to a function f(p) satisfying the 
following conditions 
(i) f(p) is the restriction to R+ of a function f(l) = f (peiv) 
analytic from S, into L2(Q) 
(ii) for every E > 0 
SUP s m II f(fe9lL f2 4 < ~0. md--a+r,a-cl 0
The dilation-analytic extension F, of the vector F is given by F, = 
.zWf (ZY). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1, with the 
modification that F, E S corresponding to the condition (ii) on f (Q. 
Notice that the function .r3pF(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
4.1, so Theorem 4.5 is essentially a Corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 4.6. The proof of Theorem 4.5 goes through in all 
dimensions, not just n = 3. One must just change the measure on 
(0, 00) from r2 dr to P-l dr and use L2(Sn-l) in place of L2(Q). 
Remark 4.7. In the notation of van Winter [lo] we have essentially 
shown that the S,-dilation-analytic vectors in L2(W) are the elements 
of UOcbca G(--b, b, n). 
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